My name is Bree Tom and I am campaigning to be your University Council Student Representative. As a first year MBA student and a current 4th year undergraduate in Chemical Engineering, I am uniquely qualified because I understand the needs and pain points of both the grad and undergrad communities. Having already served in many clubs and organizations during my time at UB, I also have the connections, the drive, and genuine motivation to make a change during my time as Student Rep.

I have four achievable goals for the UC Student Rep position:

- Guaranteeing a dedicated, active UC Student Rep
- Remodel SBI
- Unite the seven governments to bring Uber to campus
- Restructuring the undergraduate athletic fee

I plan to achieve these goals through a few methods:

1) **Making a genuine impact as UC Student Rep**

   - Pioneer bi-weekly Council Of Advocacy and Leadership (COAL) meetings of the seven student government presidents
   - Attend as many government, senate, & assembly meetings as possible
   - Consistently host more open forums for students in order to gain further insight from students

2) **Remodeling SBI**

   - By having more internal audits for allocation and accounting fees and improving communication systems with students, a truly impactful remodeling can happen.
   - Bring the Board of Directors into COAL meetings for better communication

3) **Uber**

   - I want to unite the seven student governments to draft a letter to President Tripathi urging for Uber to come to campus. With his strong relations with the governor this can happen.
   - Bring on board company sponsorships and create contracts to ensure sufficient Uber drivers

4) **The UB athletic fee**

   - Build financial models this summer to bring to the comprehensive fee meeting in October
   - Support SA’s initiative to support the split of the Athletic and Recreation Fees, but conduct a new survey of current students to see the willingness of what they want to pay
   - Improve opportunities for the athletic department to interact with real students, especially by improving access for sports clubs

Thomas Edison once said that “vision without execution is hallucination”. My highest priority is making a meaningful impact as your UB student representative and I have the drive and skillset to do it.